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LB 2369 T929s 2010
Turabian, K. L.
A manual for writers of research papers, theses, and dissertations: Chicago style for students and researchers

LB2369 .W267 2011
Wallwork, A.
English for writing research papers.

PE 1408 S927e 2005
The elements of style.

PE 1429 Z78O 1980
Zinsser, W. K.
On writing well: an informal guide to writing nonfiction.

PN 151 B427w 2009
Belcher, W. L.
Writing your journal article in 12 weeks: A guide to academic publishing success.

WA 950 L271h 2006 | full text online
Lang, T. A.
How to report statistics in medicine annotated: Guidelines for authors, editors and reviewers.

WZ 345 B259L 2012
Barnard, S. In St. James D. (Ed.)
Listen, write, present: The elements for communicating science and technology.

WZ 345 B474w 2013 | full text online
Benson, P. J. In Silver S. C. (Ed.)
What editors want: An author's guide to scientific journal publishing.

WZ 345 D263s 2005
Davis, M.
Scientific papers and presentations.

WZ 345 D274h 2011
Day, R. A. In Gastel B. (Ed.)
How to write and publish a scientific paper.

WZ 345 G244b 2007
Gartland, J. J.
Medical writing and communicating.
WZ 345 G799w 2013
Greene, A. E.
*Writing science in plain English.*

WZ 345 G982h 2008
Gustavii, B.
*How to write and illustrate a scientific paper.*

WZ 345 H469n 2008
Heinrich, K. T.
*A nurse’s guide to presenting and publishing: Dare to share.*

WZ 345 H699a 2010
Hofmann, A. H.
*Scientific writing and communication: Papers, proposals, and presentations.*

WZ 345 H979H 1990
Huth, E. J.
*How to write and publish papers in the medical sciences.*

WZ 345 L271h 2010 | full text online
Lang, T. A.
*How to write, publish, & present in the health sciences: A guide for clinicians & laboratory researchers.*

WZ 345 L748s 2011 | full text online
Lindsay, D. R.
*Scientific writing: Thinking in words.*

WZ 345 M439s 2008 | full text online
Matthews, J. R.
*Successful scientific writing a step-by-step guide for the biological and medical sciences.*

WZ 345 O29w 2010
Oermann, M. H.
*Writing for publication in nursing.*

WZ 345 S266a 2011 | full text online
Saver, C.
*Anatomy of writing for publication for nurses.*

WZ 345 W9562 2001
Barnard S.
*Writing, speaking, & communication skills for health professionals.*

WZ 345 S335w 2012
Schimel, J.
*Writing science: How to write papers that get cited and proposals that get funded.*

WZ 345 s143W 1996
St. James, D.
*Writing and speaking for excellence: A guide for physicians.*

Zeiger, M. *Essentials of writing biomedical research papers*.

**Available only online:**

- [full text online](#)
  - Katz, M. J. (2009) *From research to manuscript a guide to scientific writing*.

- [full text online](#)
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- [Style Guides available online](#)